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The perfect way to harvest.

The perfect way to
harvest: since 1880
Much of what is standard today was originally introduced by Geringhoff, such as

1880

Carl Geringhoff founds the forging and agricultural machine trading company in Ahlen,
focusing upon harvesting machinery and traction engines harvesting machinery,
traction engines technology and steam-power engines.

1890

Start of threshing machine development.

1956

Specialisation in maize shellers for removing the cob kernels.

1958

Start of development of maize headers for agricultural tractors – the OE.

1962

Debut of the first Geringhoff maize-cob header GP for combine harvesters.

1964

Geringhoff delivers the first maize-cob header with straw crusher mounted below
the row unit – the GM.

1977

Launch of the first horizontal chopper for combine harvester maize headers.

1983

Premiere of the world’s first folding maize header for road transport – the GP 600/3.

1987

Start of production of the revolutionary and unique single-roller header with the first
fully integrated maize straw chopper – the PC.

1989

Launch of the first folding grain header for road transport with approval in
accordance with German road traffic licensing regulations (StVZO) – the KSW.

1995

Worldwide premiere of the new Rota Disc® maize header with unique three-rotor
technology and integrated straw chopper.

1996

Start of production of the new folding Grainstar* grain header approved for almost
all makes of combine harvester.

1997

Start of production of gear-driven mechanisms as standard equipment for maize
harvesting machines. The first time maize headers are not driven by means of belts
and chains.

1998

The new Mais Star* maize header is launched in the North American, African and parts
of Southern European markets as a special purpose-built machine for extreme
conditions.

1999

Geringhoff presents the first large mill for maize and grain – the CGM – with a
maximum capacity of 65 t/h and maximum input rating of 550 kW.

2001

The first series of 12-row, folding maize headers for king-size combines leaves the
plant headed for North America.

folding maize headers, the use of gear mechanisms instead of belts and chains,
and grain headers with folding system and hydraulic table length adjustment,
just to name a few features.
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Today Geringhoff as specialist for harvesting headers is
worldwide in the front row
and acts as the initiator of
the category‘s technical de-

2003

Start of production of the Mais Star* MS-SC maize header with horizontal chopper.

2003

Geringhoff expands its grain header range with the addition of the Vario Star® with
infinitely variable table length.

2004

Geringhoff presents the first Rota Disc® maize header with active horizontal cut
stubble separator – the Horizon Star®.

2004

Launch of the Harvest Star* folding grain headers suitable for road transport and
with working widths of up to 7.2 m.

2007

Premiere: launch of the Harvest Star* Vario, the world’s first folding grain header with
infinitely variable table length adjustment.

2007

Geringhoff exports the first series-built, 24-row maize headers to North America.

2007

Launch of the Sun Star* and Sun Star* Horizon sunflower headers with horizontal and
vertical forced feed for exceptionally low-loss harvesting.

2009

Geringhoff presents the Mais Star* maize header with horizontal chopper and
disconnecting system – the Mais Star* Horizon.

2009

Geringhoff presents for the first time an innovative front-axle load reduction system
for combine harvesters which ensures that the legally permissible front-axle load is
no longer exceeded even when large headers are attached.

2009

Launch of the new CCM and grain mill, the Geringhoff SiloForce-Mill with pressurefilling of the grist into tubing.

2011

The SunLite* sunflower head goes in to production.

2011

Geringhoff presents the prototype of its row independent corn head
- The Independence - at Agritechnica in Hanover.

2012

The inital pre-series of the draper header TriFlex* leaves the plant in Ahlen.

2012

Geringhoff announces plans to start a production company in the USA.

velopment by innovative solutions year by year.
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Always at the cutting edge
Geringhoff maize headers
Geringhoff has been manufacturing maize headers for more than 50 years, and throughout this time two questions have been
foremost in our minds: firstly, how can we perfect our harvesting systems even further in order to find “the perfect way to
harvest”?
And secondly, what is the best design for a maize header to ensure it provides maximum benefits on maize fields around the world?
Instead of just one answer to this question, we have five: five different header systems
to meet all harvesting needs worldwide.

The automatic, hydraulic folding system was
developed by Geringhoff many years ago. Even
if “folding” has since become the norm, we are
Powerful and reliable: the

still the company setting standards in this and

gear drive from Geringhoff.

other areas.
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Rota Disc®

Horizon Star® II

The maize header with the unique three-rotor

The combination of harvesting, stripping and

technology and integrated chopper. Harvesting

chopping technology defines the Horizon Star®II

and chopping incorporated in one system. The

as an outstanding header. The horizontal

corn straw is chopped lengthwise and broken

stubble chopper secures short stubbles, an

down into fibres by 15 self-sharpening cutting

effective combat against the corn borer and

discs that rotate against the feed direction of

an excellent harvesting result.

the plants.

Mais Star*

Mais Star* Horizon

The MS principle: two counter-rotating header

The Mais Star* Horizon model integrates a

rollers, each equipped with four knife blades,

horizontal chopper that together with the

pull the corn stalk downwards in an aggressive

header row forms a fixed, almost maintenance-

but controlled manner. The corn straw is left

free unit. It cuts the plants close to the sur-

behind on the field unchopped, where among

face leaving very short stubble and chops the

other things it helps prevent soil erosion.

corn straw pulled in by the cutter rollers with a

Equipped with up to 24 rows, it is one of the

minimum energy demand. The chopper can also

largest in the world.

be disconnected.
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For greater productivity: the high-tech
grain headers from Geringhoff
The constant search for better solutions has led Geringhoff to continuous im-

The second major development was Geringhoff’s hydraulic folding technology,

provements and three major achievements. First, all of our grain headers have

which offers easy handling and rapid movement from field to field. It does away

one thing in common, namely, the basic idea of using the world’s very latest drive

with the need for a separate transport trailer and significantly increases the

technology: a gearbox in conjunction with a hydraulic drive and electronic con-

daily harvesting capacity. The third big step forwards is the hydraulic table

trol unit. A system that does away with chains and belts – a genuine advantage

length function for optimum adjustment to different kinds and lengths of

when it comes to ensuring smooth and highly productive operation.

cereal, even while actually harvesting.

Vario Star®

Harvest Star* &
Harvest Star* Lite

Rigid grain header with hydraulic table length adjustment of 500 mm (from 575

A grain header with folding system. Harvesting without long set-up times. This

to 1,075 mm) to optimize different kinds and height of cereal, even while actually

largely increases the capacity and efficiency of the combine harvester, changing

harvesting. This keeps the load on the drive components as low as possible and

from the transport to the harvesting position in just 1–2 minutes. The highlights

saves fuel.

are the automatic couplers for the reel, auger and driveshaft.
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The quick and precise folding system is based on a technically
well-conceived coupling concept. Geringhoff’s automatic coupling technology for the reel, cutter knife, auger and driveshaft
has proven to be strong, reliable and extremely durable.

The clear view from the driver’s cab guarantees a perfect overview.

Harvest Star* Vario
The Harvest Star* Vario is the world’s only folding grain header with hydraulic
table length adjustment – a perfect combination. The Vario technology guarantees uniform infeed of the crop, while the folding technology keeps set-up times
short.

500 mm
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SunLite*, Sun Star*, and Sun Star* Horizon:
built for maximum performance – with
no compromises made
Manufacturers of harvesting machinery will only enjoy long-term success in this globalised market if they find a convincing
answer to the demand for ever greater productivity and maximum performance. In developing the SunLite* and Sun Star* product line, Geringhoff is facing up to this challenge – and defining the global state of the art of sunflower harvesting.

A simple solution with convincing details. With
its large auger and rounded form the
SunLite* offers ideal material flow. With effective and mechanically driven feed roller, auger,
and cutting knives, the SunLite* is layed out
for reduced power consumption. Narrow crop
catchers offer greatest flexibility in all conditions and row-widths, and together with the
individually adjustable feed roller the overall
construction allows high yields and low-loss
gentle harvest.
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The guide plates positioned high up on the
two outer covers guide the sunflower heads
inwards from the ends of the header.

A folding version can also be supplied on request.
Specially shaped covers catch any sunflower
heads that fall when vertical chains feed the
heads to the threshing units at a constant
rate.

Our recipe for low-loss harvesting and great
yields: the Sun Star* feed system with a wide,
tapered opening for gentle, active acceptance
of the plants with no loss of seed through
spray and vibration.
The Sun Star* is also available as the Sun
Star* Horizon with integrated horizontal
chopper – for highly effective chopping and
fast rotting of the remaining parts of the
plants and short stubble.
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Matured with the demands
and challenges of customers
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The key to success and to many of our innovations and patents

even the smallest potential for improvement with the goal to

was and still is the inventive spirit of our founder and the

make already innovative technology even better. Through our

passion of our engineers to research and develop. Even our

constant efforts both to develop new, and improve existing,

customers join us in our constant search for better solutions,

products, a new phrase that stands for innovative technolo-

offering tips or simply describing their experiences and prob-

gies and outstanding quality has entered the vocabulary of the

lems. Our workforce follows up every customer’s wishes and

agricultural world: “Made by Geringhoff”.

Geringhoff production.
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Customer service and proximity
enters its fifth generation
Geringhoff is a medium-sized family business steeped in

tomers, we would not be what we are today.

tradition and now in its fifth generation. The success story that
began 130 years ago is inseparable from its homeland, the Müns-

Some of our customer relationships are now in their second and

terland region, and its people. If it was not for the way our emplo-

third generation. There is no getting closer to customers, their

yees identify with the company and our close ties with our cus-

desires and challenges.

Round-the-clock service
** 4-hour availability – for all eventualities
** long-standing, personal support for our customers
** genuine parts always immediately available
** lightning-fast delivery on request (overnight shipping)
** on-site service, even at the most unusual times

Systems consulting by experts
** free consulting assistance in deciding what system to purchase
Geringhoff – a global player.

** professional consulting training for dealers
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